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• Introduction - NRD
• Project Locations
• Robert St Dam Overview
• Robert St Dam Removal
• Fish Passage Status Update
Presentation Outline
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• 1992-2004
– Site Investigation/Remediation of Industrial Sites
• 2004-2007
– Assessment of Potential Natural Resource Damage (NRD) 
Impact & Negotiations with NJDEP
• 2008
– Matching NRD with Dam Removal Compensation Projects
• 2008-2013
– [This Project]
Introduction – NRD Project Timeline
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Constructed circa 1915 
and re-built in 1964
Robert Street Dam Overview
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Ecological and Safety Impacts
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Dam As-Built Profile
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• “Orphan Dam”
– Quitclaim and Consent Agreement w/ Former Owner
• Bald Eagle Nest 750 Feet Away
– Conducted eaglet fledging observations in prior years
• Unknown Depths of Sheet-Pile
• Geologic borings to determine top of rock
• No Road Access
– Impoundment bathymetric survey and several 
alternative access route analyses
Dam Removal Issues
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Issue Detail: No Road Access for Demolition Equipment 
Power Canal Bridge
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Robert Street Dam Removal
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Access Ramp
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The Removal Begins
2.5 ton; 600 BPM
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Initial Breaching
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1964 and Circa 1915 Dam 
Construction
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Removal of 1964 and Circa 
1915 Dams
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Sheet Pile Exposure
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Sheet Pile Extraction
Arched Piles with Rolled, Integral Interlocks
3 ton Suspended Wt; 2100 VPM
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Stone Backfill Reused 
for Bank Stabilization
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Before & After
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Two Dams Down and One To Go
20112012 2013
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• The following stats come with the caveat that raw 
number counts of fish can be misleading; however, 
in the comparison of the three month (March-May) 
monitoring period between 2011 and 2012:
– 500% increase of American shad
– 200% increase of the total number of fish moving upriver 
(a combination of anadromous and resident fish)
• Currently working on obtaining new NRD $MM for:
– Removal of Headgates Dam – Last Main Stem obstruction
– Bypass a sub-optimal fish ladder on Main Stem
– Critical dam removals on major Raritan tributaries
Fish Passage Status Update
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Thanks.  Any Questions?
Google: “Robert Street Dam Removal, Youtube”
